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	If you’ve ever spent hours renaming files or updating hundreds of spreadsheet cells, you know how tedious tasks like these can be. But what if you could have your computer do them for you?

	

	In Automate the Boring Stuff with Python, you’ll learn how to use Python to write programs that do in minutes what would take you hours to do by hand—no prior programming experience required. Once you’ve mastered the basics of programming, you’ll create Python programs that effortlessly perform useful and impressive feats of automation to:

	–Search for text in a file or across multiple files

	–Create, update, move, and rename files and folders

	–Search the Web and download online content

	–Update and format data in Excel spreadsheets of any size

	–Split, merge, watermark, and encrypt PDFs

	–Send reminder emails and text notifications

	–Fill out online forms

	

	Step-by-step instructions walk you through each program, and practice projects at the end of each chapter challenge you to improve those programs and use your newfound skills to automate similar tasks.

	

	Don’t spend your time doing work a well-trained monkey could do. Even if you’ve never written a line of code, you can make your computer do the grunt work. Learn how in Automate the Boring Stuff with Python.

	

	Note: The programs in this book are written to run on Python 3.
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Google+ For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011


	Chances are you’re one of the 750 million or so users of

	Facebook, or maybe you’ve tried Twitter or another

	social network. Google has responded to the lively interest

	in social networking with one of its own called Google+ (also

	known as “Google Plus” or even just “g+”), and Google+ is...
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SQL: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 1999
Gain the working knowledge of SQL and relational databases essential for
today's information systems professionals. Relational databases built on the
SQL database language are the foundation for modern enterprise data
processing and are also a force behind many of today's important technology
trends.

SQL: The Complete...
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Getting Started with JUCEPackt Publishing, 2013

	Leverage the power of the JUCE framework to start developing applications


	Overview

	
		Begin developing user interfaces in code or with a graphical editor
	
		Build and run the Introjucer tool
	
		Create a JUCE project with the Introjucer tool



	In Detail

...
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The Constants of Nature: From Alpha to Omega--the Numbers That Encode the Deepest Secrets of the UniversePantheon, 2003
A major contribution to our understanding of the basic laws of the universe -- from the author of The Book of Nothing.
The constants of nature are the fundamental laws of physics that apply throughout the universe: gravity, velocity of light, electromagnetism and quantum mechanics. They encode the deepest secrets of the...
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Exam Ref 70-332: Advanced Solutions of Microsoft SharePoint Server 2013Microsoft Press, 2013

	
		Prepare for Exam 70-332—and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of Microsoft SharePoint Server 2013. Designed for experienced IT Professionals ready to advance their status, Exam Ref focuses on the critical-thinking and decision-making acumen needed for success at the MCSE level.

	
		Focus on the expertise...
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Build a Game with UDKPackt Publishing, 2013

	Many of the most popular games are built using toolkits comparable to UDK. Unreal Development Kit tools can help anyone take the ideas in their head and make them into a fully realized, playable world.


	Build a Game with UDK is an introduction to the tools of the kit. From knowing about them, to creating virtual worlds, this book...
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